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ANNUAL RETREAT OF STUDENTS
FULTON DEBATERS MEET OXFORD
BROUGHT TO A SOLEMN CLOSE
UNIVERSITY TEAM NEXT FRIDAY
Is

Noted Canisius College Rector
Gives Senior Retreat
Missionary and Author

Junior Master

The most important event upon our
scholastic calendar was held last
week when the annual retreat for the
Junior classes was conducted by the
Rev. Joseph J. Williams, noted missionary and author. Twelve hundred
members of the Freshman and Sophomore classes taxed to capacity the
spacious auditorium of the new Library Building last Tuesday morning
at 9.30 and departed from that same
edifice on the ensuing Thursday better equipped spiritually to meet the
battle of life.

Opening Day
The Holy Sacrifice which ushered in
the Retreat was celebrated by Father
Henry Bean, S.J., at which all the Retreatants assisted with congregational
singing. The general topic of the
Retreat discussed at the opening lecture by Father Williams was "The
Value of the Human Soul." By vivid
word pictures and personal experiences the Retreat master showed that
Christ invites us, as well as He did
the apostles, to "Come and rest awhile
that I may teach you the value of
your immortal soul."

"Keep the Gate"
In his second talk, Father Williams
told the story of Allan, who guarded
the Blessed Sacrament, in far away
Jamaica, even unto death itself.
Father Williams exhorted the Retreatants to guard the gateway of
their souls against the machinations
of Satan so that they may cry with
Allan, "I have kept the Gate."
In his concluding discourse on the
opening day, Father Williams discussed mortal sin. Mortal sin was
represented as the hideous leprosy,
and after showing its deadly effect
upon the body applied the same effect
to our souls. As leprosy kills the life
in the body, so does mortal sin oppose the sanctifying grace which
Christ bought for us on Calvary by
His death on the Cross. The Freshman dean, Father Dolan, celebrated
Benediction, bringing to a conclusion
the first day of the Retreat.
(Continued on Page 6,
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NEW OFFICE FOR
DRAMATIC ASS'N.
Former Headquarters of
Athletic Association
Secured for Club
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In the recent week, the announcement was made that the former Athletic Association office was to be
turned over to the use of the management of the Dramatic Association.
The office, as you know, is on the first
floor of the Administration Building
on the left of the College Road entrance. It is rather roomy; contains
several desks, one for the manager
and one with two chairs for his two
assistants; and appears quite business like.
This concession comes as a reward
to the business manager for his
zealous endeavor in the past. Last
year, "Tom" Fay was an integral
part of the machinery in the production of "If I Were King," and devoted
his every moment to insure it of success. His task this year with "Hamlet" will be no easier, for to him falls
the whole weight of the details.
What "Tom" has done once, he can do
again.
So, his superiors decided to
assist him with a business office.
Hereafter, all business of the association will be conducted in this office.
This has to do with the
"POSTER CONTEST" as well. All
those interested in any way in dramatics should make the acquaintance
of "Tom" and his office. It is an added
attraction and should be appreciated. At least, drop around when it
opens to wish "TOM" FAY success.

FRENCH ACADEMY Subject of Debate: United States
Should Enter League of Nations
TO GIVE PLAYS

The annual retreat for Seniors, this
year including also three of the junior
classes, was held last week in the
senior assembly hall.
The Seniors
and Juniors had the opportunity of
Program for the Entire
participating in one of the finest reSeason Arranged by
treats ever held at the Heights, given
by Father Cusick. the Rector of
the Officers
Canisius College of Buffalo. Father
Cusick is an old friend of the college,
From the past few meetings of the
having been stationed at Boston when
French Academy it is apparent that
the college first moved out to Newthe plans and ideas of the present offiton. He had the honor, as he excers are working out very well.
In
pressed it, to hold the first regular
regard to the plans of the new officlass in the new building, giving a leccers it may be said that they are difture in Geology at 9 A. M. on the first
ferent from those of other years. Up
school day in the administration until this year it has
been the custom
building, shortly after the Easter
for the president to form his proholiday. After leaving Boston Father
gram from week to week and merely
Cusick went to St. Andrews, where announce
at one meeting the program
for many years he was Novice Masfor the next. The results were that
ter. He left St. Andrews to take up
in the first place the program was
his new work at Canisius in 1923,
often not well arranged and in the
where he is still stationed as Rector.
second place that the members would
Father Cusick started by a comoften not know what had been asparison of his lectures the last time
signed to them.
that he spoke at Boston College, and
This year, however, the new officers
now. Then, as a professor of Geolput in practice a much better plan.
ogy, he spoke on the Earth and the
They got together and arranged the
things pertaining to it, but now as
program in advance for the entire
retreat master he was to speak about
first semester. But this is not all.
Heaven and the things pertaining to
They took great pains with the items
Heaven.
of the program so as to have the
St. Ignatian Order
debates and literary lectures so interThroughout the retreat he followed mingled that the meetings every
closely the order of St. Ignatian exweek would be not only very instrucercises. He first spoke on the fountive but also quite interesting.
dation and purpose of life, and sin,
Now, if the past few meetings of
the deviations from the true end. He the Academy are any guarantee as
took up the sins of the angels, of to the success of those of the future,
Adam and Eve, and the individual, then we can say with certitude that
the "Processus Peccatorum."
the present year will be the most sucHe told about Christ, the Perfect cessful the organization has ever had.
King, and the Perfect Leader. God, At the first meeting two very instructhe Creator, the man the creature, tive talks were given and the proof
and the relation of the One to the that these were very acceptable to
other was taken up. He told us how the audience is shown by the fact that
merciful God is, how just, and all at the following meeting fully forty
that He suffered that He might be members were present. These memour Saviour. He advised us to debers must also have been satisfied at
termine the dispositions of our this meeting because a very exciting
hearts, to follow our Leader, Who bedebate was held and as all speakers
came man that all might be led to were well prepared, the program
eternal salvation.
proved very interesting.
Determine Vocations
Furthermore, the fact that the
meetings thus far have been very
Father Cusick brought in strikingly that it was time for us all to successful and the fact that a large
choose our state of life, if we had program has been prepared for the
not already done so. We must denext few months are two reasons why
termine our vocations by finding out all members should try and be presthat for which we are best suited, and ent every month. In addition we can
say that each and every student who
then following along that line.
He concluded with the fact that we has an interest in the French language would profit himself greatly by
should strive to know God better, because it is by knowing Him that we
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
love Him, and by loving God that we
are eager to serve Him. He told us
to make at least three good resolutions, and to go all the way in carrying them out. Half-way measures
will gain us nothing. He repeated his
early charge of making a good conThe student counselors to the varifession, and at the last session beous classes have been recently anstowed many blessings on the assemnounced by the faculty. The entire
bly.
His very last words were: "If
movement is under the leadership of
you are inclined to thank, think!"
the Rev. James W. Keyes, S.J., proStories Expressive
fessor of Senior Psychology. As well
This short outline does little justice as being the guiding spirit, Father
to Father Cusick's conduction of the Keyes will also be counselor for
retreat. His beautiful expressions of Senior. The Rev. Francis E. Low,
so many various topics, on the mercy S.J., professor of Junior Philosophy,
of God, on the tests of our disposiis the student counselor for Junior.
tions, the sanction of God's laws, the Father Low presides over Junior D.

STUDENT COUNSELLORS
ANNOUNCED BY FACULTY

power cf prayer, and many other
things would take many pages to tell
about,
His remarkable collection of stories
that brought home so forcibly to
each one of us the meaning of his
points will not soon be forgotten. If
we could just remember these we
could not forget what Father Cusick
strove so hard to have us learn.
He told us that if we were inclined
to thank, that we should think instead; but we can do both. We would,
indeed, be ungrateful to Father
Cusick not to thank him for his splendid retreat, not to tell him that his
stories will be repeated for many a
month: but we will think, too, and all
of us wil! think much better for
Father Cusick's visit.

The student counselor for Sophomore
is the Rev. Henry C. Bean, S.J., professor of Latin and English. Sophomore E is Father Bean's classroom.
The Rev. Francis J. Dolan, S.J., dean
of Freshman, is the student counselor
for the class of '32.
In the near future Father Keyes expects to have an office in the old A. A.
room. However, this is not ready for
occupancy as yet, but the various student counselors may be found at any
time, either by calling at their respective classrooms or offices, or at
St. Mary's Hall. These men are only
too willing to be consulted by any of
their particular charges. Thev are
able to give advice of the most sound
and practical nature on any question
whatsoever.

The Fulton Debating Society will
engage in an international debate
with the Oxford University Debating
Team at Ford Hall, on Friday eveing, November 2, at 8 o'clock. The
question to be debated is: Resolved,
That the United States Should Enter
the League of Nations.

Leen Third Speaker

The Fulton will take the negative
side of the question and will be representd by Edward A. Hogan, '30, Leo
P. O'Keefe, '29, and Henry M. Leen,
'29, who will speak in the order
named. The Oxford speakers will be

Mr. Leen, who will be the third
speaker for the Fulton, is one of the
best debaters in the society. He has
a wealth of experience in public
speaking, having been an interscholastic and intercollegiate debater
since his first year in high school.
Among the debates in which he participated last year were those with
the National British Union, the Radio
Debate and the Fulton Prize Debate.
While a member of the Marquette,
Mr. Leen won the medal offered at

PRESIDENT

VICE-PRESIDENT

HENRY M. LEEN

LEO C. O'KEEFE

Dingle M. Foot, Balliol College, Oxford, C. S. Malcolm Brereton, Balliol
College, Oxford, and Alan T. LennoxBoyd, Christ Church College, Oxford,
all former presidents of the Oxford
Union, the foremost society of the

the annual prize debate. Mr. Leen,
at the time, was a member of the
Sophomore class.

university.
All Capable Speakers
six
The
speakers are all experienced
and capable speakers and the debate
promises to excel in both presentation
and argument.
Mr. Hogan, the first Boston College speaker, while but a junior and
a new

member of the Fulton, won his

place on the team by his excellent
work as a member of the Marquette,
the junior debating society at the college.
He is a former president of the Marquette, having- held that position during the first term of last year. His
work in the Marquette-Holy Cross debates during his two years in the society, as well as his oratory in the
prize debates, has been of a particularly high order.
Fulton Officers
Messrs. O'Keefe and Leen have,
during their three years at the college, proved their ability along oratorical lines time and again. Both are
officers of the society, Mr. Leen being its president and Mr. O'Keefe its
vice president. This is Mr. Leen's second debate against a British team
since he represented the Fulton in its
victorious debate against the National British Union a year ago.
Excellent Records
Mr. Leen and Mr. O'Keefe are both
former presidents of the Marquette
and while members of this society
took part in many debates, notably
those against Holy Cross and Brown
and the prize debates.
Since joining the Fulton Mr. O'Keefe has taken part in many intercollegiate and lecture debates. He
was a member of the Fulton team
which won the trophy offered by the
Newton Knights of Columbus by deHe also took
feating Holy Cross.
part in the Fulton Prize Debate, that
with Pittsburg and the Radio Debate.

Oxford Speakers

Dingle Foot, the first Oxford
speaker, was president of the Oxford
Union during the middle term of
1927-1928. He is a prospective candidate to Parliament on the Liberal
ticket from the Tiverton division of
Devonshire. He is well known as an
athlete and a political leader in the
university, having played on the
Balliol second eleven in soccer and
having been president of the Oxford

Liberal Club during the past year.
Brereton Very Active
Brereton, second Oxford
speaker, is well known in the university for versatility and activity. A
journalist of ability, he became business editor of the Oxford Outlook.
In addition to this, and to his presidency of the Union in the autumn
of 1927, he found time to enter into
dramatics and to manage the successful production of Henry IV, Part 2,
all the while contriving to find time
to excel in athletics. He won the
Varsity mile in 1927.
Mr. Lennox-Boyd, the third member
of the Oxford team, was president of
the Union in autumn, 1926, and has

Mr.

won many scholastic awards.
He is
also a former president of the Ox-

ford Conservative Association.
All three members of the Oxford
team have had frequent practice in
the art of debating, and so promise
to provide the keenest of competition
for the Fulton speakers. They are
familiar with the question and, as
they will present the European viewpoint on the League, their remarks
will be of particular value to the

audience.
Large Audience Expected
Because of the interest aroused by
international debates, the Fulton has
secured Ford Hall as the scene of the
debate, and it is believed that the
auditorium will be taxed severely to
hold the expected crowd. Tickets may
be secured from J. Lloyd Carnegie of
Senior in the Stylus office, from the
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)
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No occasion yet to refer to the
B. U. teams as the Terrors instead of
the Terriers.
*

*

The Parrakeet is in a wrathy mood
this week. The cause of the bird's ire
may be found in the poem which we
reprint below. The effort, which appeared in Judge, is signed by one
George Mitchell.
THE PARPvOT
N. B.?Be it known that a Parrakeet is a small parrot.
The parrot is a chatty fellow;
He talks a blue streak, sometimes yel-

*

INVESTIGATION STILL PAYS

"Arm but each man with his axe, it is a hammer and saw and plan?
And chisel, and?what know I else? We should imitate in vain
The mastery wherewithal. . ."
.

says Browning in Ivan Ivanovitch. What is true of the wood
SOcarver
is strikingly true of several present-day vocations, of

which spurious schools endeavor to teach, and "imitate in vain."
These schools in their advertisements sing to the prospective
student of all the glorious opportunities there are for making
money plentuously and glamorously.
From their viewpoint it
takes no great amount of brain nor labor to become a famous doctor, lawyer, merchant, or chief. High among these enchanting
gateways to fame and fortune is the lure of journalism.
"Journalists" is a term of rather recent popularity. Many of
today's newspapermen give you a grim smile when you refer to
them as journalists. Journalism courses have sprung up all over
this land, almost as quickly as airports. And the peculiar part of
it all is that the courses are continually crammed. "Crammed"?
in number of students and, usually, in method of study.
Taken all in all, the writing career, and especially newspaper
writing, is extremely captivating to the modern youth. Most of us
have the dreamy notion that the newspaper game is one long run
of dash, color, excitement, shekels, and popularity. Nor do the
various "journalism courses" try in the least to disseminate that
idea. Indeed, they make the illusion a delusion. They advertise
their faculties as composed of men who have had newspaper experience, etc., and who are possessed of marvelous journalistic insight. But the backers of these courses do not emphasize at all
the fact that the ladies and gentlemen of their get-rich-quick
chorus are for the most part individuals who have failed to make
the grade in the literary world.
Day in and day out, scores of visionary?and consequently
more or less gullible?folk devote hours of time and rolls of money
in writing up assignments that are said to be typical of what the
real writers have to fulfill. They try to learn to write by some
magic formulae. A sort of chemical experimentation process, resulting in dry, dead, and useless stories. Their instructors (frequently correspondence school profs) encourage them. Their best
friends won't tell them. Mama and papa applaud. And after a
period of time elapses, comes the day of days. They "graduate"
from something, and are all ready for a job?or rather a position.
In reality they have less chance of procuring a remunerative
situation than the tooth-paste ads tell us we have of not possessing
pyorrhea. And even after securing such a place, the achievement
of success, not to mention famed fortune, is but a meagre possibility.

The reason is evident. You cannot "make" a writer. Writers
are more "born" than manufactured. You can train, guide, and
perfect their creative instincts, but that is not why the "journalism
courses" function. If they give that impression in their alluring
advertisements, the chances are that they are "using words to
hide, and not to convey, a meaning." Even if they did so intend,
positions would still be scarce, "No industry in the world," one
columnist claims, is operated with so few workers in comparison
with the size of its output."
These "journalism courses" are wont to bewail the supposed
fact that many who are writing genuises do not know it. That
they are really afraid to try to earn big money, etc.. etc. Complete subterfuge.
There are more of us, even in college where sense is expected
to sink within our outer skulls, who think we can conquer worlds in
the writing realm than who are afraid of unsought riches and publicity. If this were not so, then these fake courses in journalism
would long ago have wilted and died.
One starts at the bottom to climb to the top. even in journalism?all advertisements to the contrary notwithstanding.

Hefflin.
mind.

*

*

*

A columnist's life is a tough one. It
is now ten minutes after one, and he
is everlastingly damned if he will
write another line.
For a real modern railroad ride,
the Parakeet advises the new Narrow
Gauge. Not so long ago a Stylus
essayist told of the hazards, mental
and otherwise, which used to be so
prominent a part of the trip on that
road. What he foretold has come to
pass. The old, rickety railroad now
offers a most modern method of
voyaging. For speed, comfort and
safety it is, according to friend Parakeet, remarkable. We are not sure
whether he means remarkable because one gets where one set out, or
because its appointments (Ed. Note?
dates?) are so lovely and luxurious.

*

*

*

*

bed."

at Fenway Park, 2 P. M

November 12th?
Fordham University
at Fenway Park, 2 P. M
November 17th?
Canisius College
at Buffalo, 2 P. M.

November 24 th?
Connecticut Aggies
at Fenway Park, 2 P. M

December Ist?
Holy Cross College
at Fenway Park, 2 P. M

from Boston town.
reading matter.)
*

#

(Ed, note?free

*

*

The boys at Canisius are preparing
to give the B. C. footballers a right
royal reception.
An entertainment
has been arranged to take place at
the Hotel Buffalo.
The Canisius
gridders are setting themselves to
give the Eagles a feather-flying
foray. Luke Urban, aB. C. warrior,
is their head coach.
And as Father
Cusick, who was our Senior Retreat
Master, and is their President,
promised?we may expect no easily
yielding opposition. They are ready
for a scorching, scalding scrap.
*

*

*

But at the B. C. reception, a good
time will be had by all. Trite, 'tis
true, but true 'tis too!

The first issue of the "Maine Cam-

pus" did honor to their Freshman
class by appearing entirely in green
print.

The Freshman class at Bowdoin
numbers about 150 students, the limit
set by the governing boards, it was
announced at the close of registration,
while approximately 375 upper classmen registered. The faculty have endeavored to keep the student body as
near the 500 mark limit as possible.

TUXEDOS Z JPk
R
E

(Of course this is one of the milder
forms of literary swindling, but many
another columnist, finding himself in
a mental fog, has resurrected Pepys
at various times during his columning in the interest of space filling.)

and smoking are necessary adjuncts
to newspaper work. And I met many
people, among them Mister Henry
Leen, who invited me to the Fulton
meeting to hear the circumslogdolizing. And I shall surely go. And so
in town to the cinema, where I saw
American college life as the motion
picture jcbbies will have it. Then to

*

However, friends tell the columnist that they have no difficulty in
reading The HEIGHTS a-riding home

*

Mr. Pepys speaking:
"Early up, and to Boston College,
where I visited The HEIGHTS office,
and find many delightful people there
with ready wit and skilled in the art
of badinage. There I saw the paper
being made ready midst a swearing
of great oaths and a cloud of cigarette smoke. I spoke to the editor
and asked him the reason for this, and
he said that there is a superstition
prevalent in America that swearing

November 3rd?
Manhattan College

*

ocally asserts that a parrakeet is "a
small parrot." Thus are they confounded in their whisperings.

I am pleased to announce that the
delightful London gossip and gadabout, Samuel Pepys, has been prevailed upon to set down his impressions of the college for the column.
Since Mr. Pepys is notably wordy, the
columnist rejoices in his advent.
*

*

To these scoffers we present the
unassailable testimony offered by
Webster's "Little Giant Self-Pronouncing Dictionary," which unequiv-

Late, that is, in the public
*

*

*

Several worthies are going about
the college conducting a whispering
campaign against the column. They
assert that there is no such bird as
a parrakeet, and that the bird whose
picture appears atop the column and
whose utterances are to be found in
it every week is naught but a fabrication of the columnist's mind, in the
event that the columnist has a mind.

THE GENTLE ART
hardly
necessity for this editorial writer to call
any
is
attention to the fact that the Fulton Debating Society will enlow.
gage in debate with Oxford University on next Friday evening, but
His is what you'd call a very
perhaps it will bear remarking that the gentle art of debating at
vocabulary.
Boston College has scarcely received the support due it as one of Colorful
the major extra-curricular activities.
But this easy verbal flow
With the possible exception of the Harvard debate, which atalways comme il faut.
tracted a large audience, and the Holy Cross debates, which are Isn't
His line is often crude and sinister
managed by the Newton Council, K. C, the attendance at intercolnun and minister.
legiate debates has been woefully small. In fact, there have been Embarrassing to
occasions on which it was nothing short of an insult to bring visiting teams here to debate. The listeners could be counted on the Of his merry quip, they tell us
Motormen and such are jealous.
proverbial "fingers of one hand." This is a particularly sorry conIn fine the parrot, take my word
dition in an institution where debating teams have always possessed Should be
seen, but seldom heard.
enviable records and where the list of past victories is so important.
In addition, the expense of this debate will be particularly
The Parrakeet has chosen to take
heavy. An auditorium, conveniently located downtown, has been
this as a deliberate and premeditated
secured, printing expenses have run into a large sum of money, the insult
to himself and his ilk, and his
guarantee paid to the visiting debaters is large, and a sizeable
language upon reading it was suffiamount has been set aside for the entertainment of the visitors.
to make even so case-hardened a
Thus, it is clear that if the Fulton is to receive the backing cient
worthy as the columnist stop his ears
that it deserves from the student body both as regards moral supand run. He also
that the
port and financial assistance, every member of the student body words "crud; and remarks
sinister" would
should be present at the debate.
better be applied to the late "Tom"

THERE

*

Speaking of picking them, though,
the Holy Cross Tomahawk predicted
that we would win easily and that
Harvard would come into its own.
That's calling them what I mean.

JACK SPENCER

*

*

BOSTON
SCHEDULE?1928
COLLEGE FOOTBALL

*

choice.

The Parrakeet says:

STAFF

*

Woe and woe to those who endeavor
to pick the winner before a football
game, for they shall live to repent
their folly and they shall hear the
ridicule of those who have waited until after the game to make their
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Listening to the political speeches
the other night, it came to me that
the tariff is a sheet on a stick that
the Republicans wave on all Ballote'en (November 5) to scare the voters

11^

E. L. Grimes Printing Co.
Printers of THE HEIGHTS and other
icell-known publications

the Democratic field.
Americana:
Gloomy future in football at Bos-

away from

Sendfor- Estimate

lon College as presented in a headline in the Boston College HEIGHTS:

Liberty

368 Congress St.

Great Playing for B. C. Will ffl
Cease With Holy Cross Game

3356

Boston, Mass.

"

The

crowds

certainly

made big
Governor Smith the
night, when he spoke in Boston.

other

.

"whoopee" for

It was a particularly good-natured
crowd and, as far as I know, no one
became angry at the crush. Due to
early training at "Yin" Murray's
lunch counter, while crashing a way
to the ham sandwiches and coffee, I
managed to get into the Arena.
A football prophet in College Humor picks Holy Cross to defeat us
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helfS Libr'ay

Dramatic Coach Has Colorful
Career as Actor and Producer
As an example of progress, self-reliance, determination to overcome all
obstacles in the pathway to success,

director. With the company Mr.
Craig went to London, and here he
improved his knowledge by reading
about the theatrical giants of the past
and absorbing stage traditions with
which the English playhouses were
filled. In the company as the ingenue
was Mary Young, and the two fell in
love at first sight. One afternoon the
young couple went to the famous old

-

there is, perhaps, no better illustration than the professional career of
John Craig , who is directing our production of "Hamlet." His early life
was filled with defeats and disappointments sufficient to discourage
the average mortal, but with a fixed sanctuary, St. Martin's-in-the-Lane,
purpose in view, he surmounted all and were quietly married.
Little by little Mr. Craig was beobstacles and finally attained the obcoming a highly trained actor. With
ject of his ambitions, namely to behis other talents he had learned diccome a finished actor.
Tennessee,
is
a
Craig
tion, and his clear enunciation when
Mr.
native of
but a short time after his birth the reading lines is a joy as great as it is
family removed to Texas. The Lone rare. When he returned to this counStar State was his home until he had try he was fitted to play leading
nearly reached maturity. He worked roles and he was sought after by
on his father's farm, driving mules some of the best-known actresses of
the country. He played a long enand following other occupations inciwith Mrs. Fiske in "Tess of
gagement
to
farm
all
the
dreaming
life,
dental
while of something better. One day, the D'Urbervilles," playing the charon a visit to San Antonio, he attended acter of Angel Clare to the Tess of
Mrs. Fiske. He was selected to play
a theatrical performance given by a
well-known and talented actor. The the Duke in "Twelfth Night," with
glamour of the stage took complete Viola Allen as Viola. After a brief
control over him, and the country season as leading man with Mary
boy, occupying an obscure seat in the Mannering he joined the Castle
playhouse, then and there dedicated Square Stock Company. For a number of seasons he played at this house
himself to the histrionic arena.
and then came the opportunity to asHe left the parental home and followed the actor, living <by whatever sume the management of the theater,
He and he carried along this added buremployment he could secure.
den to artistic and financial success.
his
to
more
way
York,
worked
New
Mr. Craig was the first to introduce
determined than ever to make the
stage his life work. He haunted the the idea of a prize play written by a
back doors of the various theaters, student of Harvard University, and
he pleaded for an interview to all the he made several productions of such
plays with good returns. One play
prominent managers, but in the majority of cases he found only a deaf in particular which caught the popuear.
He obtained employment at a lar fancy and played an extended ensoda fountain on Sixth avenue and his gagement was "The End of the
Bridge," and it placed many shekels
genial personality made him very popin the treasury. Mr. Craig has also
Every
the
customers.
ular with
spare moment was devoted to study, written a number of pieces, the best
to reading the works of Shakespeare known being "Girl Overboard," which
was given here in Boston and elseand those of other eminent playwrights and all the standard works where.
pertaining to the stage.
Of late years Mr. Craig has deAll the while he frequented the voted much of his time to dramatic instruction and producing plays.
He
stage doors and finally caught the attention of Augustin Daly, then at the has a thorough knowledge of stagezenith of his fame as a producer and craft. He has personally appeared in
Shakespearean
director. He granted Mr. Craig an all
the familiar
interview, took an interest in him on dramas, is conversant with what are
technically known as the "tricks" of
account of his enthusiasm and persistence, and ultimately gave him a the stage and his methods of impartsmall position in his stock company. ing his ideas to others are clear and
At that period Daly's company was forceful and to the point. He is passionately fond of poetry. He inamong the very best organizations
of its kind in the country. Mr. Craig's stantly grasps the poetic meaning of
advancement was then more rapid, Shakespeare's lines, and his reading
for he was surrounded with the cream is replete with significance and beauty.
of the dramatic profession and was Boston College is fortunate in being
able to secure his services.
under the tutelage of a well-nigh per-

"PLAY MOVEMENT"
TO BE DISCUSSED

FULTON DEBATES
OXFORD FRIDAY
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)

officers of the

The
from any mem-

society in

HEIGHTS office, or

ber of the society.
Robert F. Buck of Senior is a member of the committee and tickets may
be secured from him.
The reception and entertainment of
the visiting team will be cared for by
Charles F. Stack of Senior, former
editor of the Stylus and one-time winner of the Intercollegiate World Gold
Medal for Poetry. Mr. Stack has
traveled extensively in England and
so the visiting debaters will be in able
hands during their stay.
The committee has announced that
the expenses of this debate will be
particularly heavy and have asked
The HEIGHTS to request the untiring support of the student body in
the sale of tickets.

At Sociological Club by
Noted Authority
afternoon at
3 o'clock the Sociological Club will
hold its third regular meeting. Mr.
Joseph Lee, known as "the father of
the playground movement," will be
the honored guest and speaker.

His

topic will be "The Play Movement."
Mr. Lee, who will be the second guest
to address the club on this question,
is one of the foremost authorities on
this subject, having acquired an extensive knowledge of it through his
interest in the development of the
playgrounds throughout the country.

At the last meeting
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fine spirit was
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members of the
club and since the same question will
be under discussion next week, it is

believed that even greater enthusiasm
will be shown. Mr. Lee is a brilliant
and interesting speaker.

CLOTHING ON CREDIT
Full Line of Men's,
Women's and Children's Clothing
On Easy Terms

Hotel Kenmore Barber Shop

494 Commonwealth Avenue

by the Writer's
li)'-'S. Selected
New York: I>. Appletou and Com-

The annual selection of representative work by graduates of the Columbia University English courses consists this year entirely of four fulllength plays. The plays are of four
different types and are all worth
reading.
"His Father's Boots," a dramatic
comedy in three acts, by Carol M.
The
McMillan, is easily the best.
scene is laid in the south, and the
theme deals with the aversion of the
southern aristocrat to accept an outsider into the family. The play is
well-written and interesting.
"The Man With the Book," by Agnes Porter, is an episodical play in
six scenes. It covers a great deal of
time, and is concerned with the life
of Samuel Johnson. An insight into
Dr. Johnson's character is given in
this play, which has rather an ironical ending.
"Release," by Edith S. Isaacs and
Rose Albert, is absorbing and intense, as contrasted with "Meeker
and Meeker," a farce by Hazel

Christie McDonald.
The American Novel of Today. A Social
and Psychological Study. By Regis Midland, Boston; Little, Brown, and Company.

Professor Michaud surveys the entire field of contemporary American
fiction with the eyes of a French
critic. Thoroughly familiar with the
American scene, and conversant with
American civilization and literature,
he reviews the Moderns from an orig-

inal angle.
The Professor is cognizant of the
pessimism prevalent now among so
many Americans, especially the modern writers. However, he states that
realism is not a new factor in American fiction, but it has never been so
prevalent or as outspoken as it is today. Taking up what he calls, "The
Case Against the Puritans," he follows, in the light of psychoanalysis,

American novelists from Hawthorne
to the younger generation of Ameri-

fiction writers.
The happy ending, without which
an American play or movie could not
end (and still meet the approval of
the American public), the professor
tells us is due to Puritan cowardice.
That Hawthorne's imagination was
pagan, the author shows us by quotations from Hawthorne. But Hawthorne is not classed with Freudian
Sherwood Anderson, for, "if there has
ever been a piece of literature written
to prove the dangers of the famous
Freudian inhibition and to try to cure
it, that work is certainly 'The Scarlet
Letter.'
In treating of the pessimism of the
present day Americans, the author
holds "that art in its largest sense
has always had pessimism as its base
and exaltation as its apogee."
can

Word has been received by The
Mr. Ecker Seeks Tenors to HEIGHTS that a former editor-inchief of the paper, Victor J. Newton,
Fill Vacancies
'28, has been appointed editor and
In the two preliminary tryouts for manager of the Journal, a weekly
the College Glee Club, Mr. Ecker, our published in the triple district, West
director, states that many fine men Roxbury, Jamaica Plain and Roslinhave been found. During these trydane. Mr. Newton was editor of The
outs, however, only a very few tenors
have been uncovered, and thus there HEIGHTS during the year 1927are a few vacant places to be filled, 1928. He is assisted in the publicaespecially in the first tenor section. tion of the Journal by Martin J.
Any man who believes that he can Kane, '28, former chairman of the
sing this part is urged to report at Editorial Board of The HEIGHTS,
the next opportunity to the director. whom the new editor has appointed
as his associate.
Bass Parts Strong
Was Progressive
For the other parts many excepWhile
tional voices have been tried. These
Mr. Newton was editor of
will undoubtedly strengthen the bass The HEIGHTS he introduced many
parts of our organization. Perhaps new features and made many progreswe may find a few soloists from this sive changes in the publication of the
group of new men, and we certainly paper. Mr. Kane, as chief editorial
would like to find a man to continue writer, had probably the greatest
the fine work of Arthur Hagen, barinumber of readers of any editorial
tone supreme.
writer of the paper. His editorials
This week, or next week at the latwere always pithy, amusing and to
est, regular rehearsals of the Glee the point.
Club will start. As stated before, atThe residents of the triple district
tendance at these rehearsals is absowill be assured of a lively and interlutely necessary, because any man not esting newspaper during
the regime
knowing his part thoroughly will not
of these two worthies.
continue as a regular member. For
Other Board Members
each section we have a waiting list,
O'Loughlin, '28, one of the
John
E.
parwhich Mr. Ecker uses without
tiality.
managing editors of last year's board,
New Concerts Pending
is entered into a business career,
Mr. Douglas, S.J., moderator of the while his partner at arms, Francis A.
musical clubs, is said to have a few Murphy, '28, the other managing
new tentative concerts besides the
editor, has enrolled at Harvard for
usual engagements of the season. Our
the course leading to the degree of
objective concert is the joint musiMaster of Arts. He is specializing in
cale with Holy Cross, which this year French.
will be held in Boston. Last year's
John T. Ryder, '28, former Sportconcert at Worcester was an unusual
ing Editor, is at present assistant
success, and brought much favorable graduate manager of the Boston Colcomment to both participants. This
lege Athletic Association.
season we hope to reduplicate the sucDaniel C. Healy, ex.-'29, former
cess of last year, and this we aspire
treasurer
of the paper, is at present
to by means of hard, consistent work.
connected with the United Fruit Company, while' Norman Steele, the busiAt last the plans of Boston Univerness manager, has gone to Detroit to
sity for her new buildings are under
enter into business.
way. The buildings are to be erected
Francis J. Carey, '28, the advertison the new campus, facing Bay State
ing
manager, is connected with the
Road and Charles River basin. Ten
of the B. U. departments will be Boston Herald, in the department of
housed here. A great tower, which classified advertising.
James Curran, '28, former circulawill be erected on the main building,
manager, has entered the buildto
tion
will be dedicated as a memorial
ing game.
Alexander Graham Bell.
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"O.K. with us" say leading
school and university men
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Where B. C. Men Go
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George W. Case, dean of the College
of Technology at the University of
New Hampshire, announces that the

Ask some of the welldressed upper classmen, to
whom price is no object,
why they wear Howard
Clothes. "Because you get
good style," they'll tell you.
Wonderful Oxford Grays,
many with extra trousers.
Collegiate stripes, varsity
weaves, smooth-looking
Tuxedos (with ribbed, figured or flowered silk vest),
100% Camel's Hair Topcoats never before sold
below $50?and if the lin-

department of civil engineering has

been added to the College of Technology. The first Senior class enrollment in the department numbers 17,
who registered at the opening this
year.

This department is in charge of
Professor E. W. Bowler, who has been
at the university since 1920, during
which time he has taught mathematics and certain engineering subjects.
A rather amazing statement was
recently made by Dr. Herbert N.
Shenton, the new chairman of the
Sociology department at Syracuse
University. "Students who are the
best guessers get the A's," declared
Dr. Shenton.
"Those who cannot
guess quite so well get the B's, and
those who guess, but not with any
degree of accuracy, do not pass."

/
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The "New Student states that New
Jersey has legislated against hitch
hiking. A traffic law went into effect
on Sept. 1 making it an offense for
anyone either to ask for or offer a
ride on the open highways of that
state. This is bad news for the hundreds of college students who are accustomed to pass through New Jersey
on

their cross-country trips.

of the reasons why you see
Howard Clothes on the
campus, at the proms, in
the dorms. And the man
who wears them knows
that Howard guarantees a
full refund if you're not
satisfied. JOIN THE BIG
r a d e f howard
ak e

owaru
ks?
H-4
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22 Clothes
?
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Sport Section
Weston Directs Powerful Aerial
Attack as Eagles Rout B.U., 27-7
Murphy, Creedon and Dixon Shine as Receivers
The Boston University Pioneers are
now among the powerful Eagle's victims for the season. Despite the fact
that Captain Warren McGuirk was
confined to his bed with a severe cold,
the Eagles were not lacking in a capable leader, for "Big Six" Weston
took over the reins for the day and
showed the B. U. boys the way to go
home, their only consolation being a
lone touchdown late in the game
against the fourth team of Eagles.
Weston had a day of his own while he
raised merry and particular havoc
with the Pioneer forces by his clever
generalship, running and passing.
The Eagles gained possession of the
ball a few plays after Charlie Murphy had kicked off.
Then Weston
and Creedon got right down to business and started a big parade. Alternating between off tackle thrusts and

end runs, Weston and Creedon adCreedon
vanced the ball rapidly.
crashed left tackle for 19 yards.
Weston, after two short gains, went
around right end for 17 yards. Creedon went for two yards, and then
Weston circled left end in clever
fashion for the first touchdown and
then kicked the point after T. D. All
this happened during the first two
minutes of play. This rapid and concentrated attack for a speedy touchdown is testimony of Weston's skill
as a field general and cleverness as a
running back. Such is the type of
play which causes Al's followers to
rank him as All-America calibre.
Long John Dixon, our star punter
and end, got off a few long boots, but
his kicking was not up to the standard he had set in previous games.
Dixon was punting against the wind
most of the time, but still he .had a
slight edge over Francis Walke, who
did the kicking for the Pioneers.
After the Eagles scored the early
touchdown, they slowed up appreciably. They seemed to be stale after
their two weeks' lay-off. At the
same time, the Pioneers took heart
and seized every opportunity to advance. The Eagle offense at this
point of the game lacked effectiveness. This resulted in frequent punts.
The Pioneers could not gain either,
and more kicking followed. The
Pioneers attempted several end runs
with the flashy Hootstein carrying.
He did most of his running behind
the lines of scrimmage, making no
noteworthy gain. The Pioneers attempted several forwards, but the
Eagle's defense at this phase of the
game allowedfew completions.
After the Eagle's first drive for a
touchdown the Pioneers stiffened considerably. They kicked off to B. C.
and after a few plays Dixon was
obliged to punt. Next B. U. failed
to gain and Walke kicked to Weston.
On the next play Marr got loose. Tutten stopped him after a gain of 5
yards. Paddy Creedon then sliced off
tackle for a first down, but was retarded by a 15-yard penalty. After
an
unsuccessful forward, Dixon
kicked to the B. U. 40-yard line. Here
the Pioneers began their drive.
O'Brien made first down for B. U. On
the next play the Pioneers advanced
by means of a 15-yard penalty against
the Eagles. With Hootstein running
the ends, B. U. brought the ball to
the B. C. 12-yard line. Here the superior strength of the Eagle line was
evident, when the Pioneers stopped
in their rush.
The quarter ended
with B. U. on the Eagles' 15-yard
line. Plausse, suphomore tackle, taking McGuirk's place, stopped two
plays, and the Pioneers were held for
downs on the Eagle four-yard line.
B. C. could make no gain, and Dixon
kicked out of danger to midfield.
Creedon stopped Hootstein after a
short gain. B. U. was set back by a
15-yai-d penalty on the next play.
Walke then kicked and Dixon returned the punt soon after. Bernie
Kilroy, who played a great game as
roving center, was down fast under
the kick. He tackled Walke so savagely that he himself was knocked

out. Bernie always plays hard. He
received a great hand, after being relieved by Andy Anderson, another
scrapping center.
On the next play Hootstein seemed
to be loose, but Charlie Murphy
brought him down fast from behind.

After an unsuccessful forward, Walke
kicked to Weston, who ran it back 10
yards to B. C. 20-yard line. After
two incompleted forwards, Dixon
punted back to Walke, who in turn
was forced to kick back to the B. C.
20-yard line. Continuing the duel,
Dixon kicked at Nelson, who fumbled.
Al Morelli recovered for the Eagles,
and off they sailed for another touchdown.

Weston tossed a neat forward to
Dixon on the right side.
Weston next ran back and made a
shot flat pass to Paddy Creedon, who
weaved his way through the Pioneers
with John Dixon, giant end, acting as
interference. Paddy reversed his field
twice on this run. At least three opponents had their hands on him, but
elusive Paddy had scooted over the
line for a touchdown before they
knew it. The fans were waiting for
Paddy to show his wares and he came
through in great style for them.
After this neat bit of work Paddy retired for the day. Weston annexed
another point after touchdown via the
placement method as the half ended.
The defense of the Boston University Pioneers during the first half
was much stiffer than expected. The
powerful Eagles gave proof of their
strength by scoring in the first two
minutes of play. Al Weston continued his brilliant directing of the offense and played a particularly bright
part in that offense. The Eagles, in
general, seemed to slow up on the offense, after the first brilliant march
to a touchdown, but their defense remained rugged.
Taking advantage of a B. C. fumble
early in the second half, Bill French,
veteran B. U. guard, recovered and
placed the Pioneers in a scoring position. Marston '1 looped around left
end for 20 yards, and looped around
left end for 20 yards, and Walke
made another first down, but here
B. U. lost the ball. On the next play
Buckwalter, B. U. tackle, intercepted
a forward which he ran back 22
yards.
This placed B. U. on the
Eagles' nine-yard line, but they were
unable to score, Walke's attempted
pass landing in the end zone behind
the goal line. This gave B. C. the
ball on its own 20-yard line. At this
point Weston ripped off a 15-yard
gain. to the B. C. 35-yard line. Mirley
Johnny

then pulled down a high forward,
gaining 20 yards. Then came a forward from Weston to Murphy, the

like of which can seldom be seen.
Weston ran back on his own 45-yard
line and sent the pigskin on a line to
speeding Charlie Murphy, who gathered in the sphere on the B. U. 12yard line and hustled over for a
touchdown. This pass, perfectly executed on both ends, brought the spectators to their feet. The ball traveled
45 yards in the air before Charlie
Murphy gathered it in. Great gun,
Al! Four plays for 80 yards and a
touchdown
directing
shows
the
genius which Weston really is and for
such consistent work he is classified
among the Ail-American timber.
Soon after the kickoff, Weston signalled for a fair catch of Walke's
punt, gathering it in on the 47-yard
line. Weston threw another of his
bullet passes to Tom Smith for 16
yards, and then to Dixon for 11
yards. Continuing the aerial game,
Al tossed diagonally to Tom Smith
for the fourth touchdown. Weston
kicked the point. The period ended
shortly after, and the second team
went in to replace the regular Eagles.
The Eagles then waged a merry battle with the Pioneers see-sawing back
and forth in the center of the field.
Hafferty,
"Kewp," and
Kennedy
showed up well with the second ag(Continued on Page 5, Col. 2)

TRACK NOTES
What kind of track team will we
have this year? This question seems
a little early since the average fellow
gives little thought to the track team
at this time of the year; in fact, it
seems altogether too early to gain
any knowledge of the team's strength.
But according to Coach Jack Ryder,
the Fall training determines in a
large measure the calibre of the
squad. Without the Fall training the
track man could in a short period of
training during the Winter months
regain his former speed. But that is
all, he would show very little improvement over his performances of the
preceding year. And so Coach Ryder
has all his charges working out every
day during the Fall in preparation
for the Winter campaign that seems
so far away.
There are more men out for track
this Fall than ever before in the history of the College. The squad numbers more than 150 candidates, and
though few of them are veterans,
Jack Ryder has always been noted
for his development of men who have
done little running before and no
doubt we will again have a team
worthy to uphold the College in the
coming meets. As added attractions
to the outdoor season next Spring a
track meet has been arranged with
the Naval Academy at Annapolis and
another meet is pending with West
Point.
Many Candidates for Relay Teams
The ambition of every man on the
squad is to make one of the relays,
either the mile or the two mile
team.

MEN'S STORE

How do you like
your suits?
Some suits?
Others look like Dad's
hand-me-downs. And there are the right
styles, as in our $40 blues, that many college men are wearing.
are pretty extreme.

There are suits?
frankly built for wear?they look it.
Others are mighty good-looking, but oh,
how fragile! But if you want wear with
good looks?both in one suit, try our $40
blues!

You've been told?
Fit is essential. With our $40 blues, we
GUARANTEE it.
If a $40 blue suit
doesn't fit properly, bring it back!

Some suits are smart, but don'tfit.
Some suits fit, but TOO well!

This year there seems to be

.

an abundance of quarter milers and
competition promises to be very keen
for the places on the team. Bill Mulcahey seems to be the best prospect
for a place. Last year Bill ran on the
two mile team, but from his time
trials in the 440 this Fall he will
probably be used on the one mile
team and will certainly render a fine
account of himself in all the races.
John Sullivan, Woodworth, Tripodi
and Keenan made up the team that
ran at the I. C. 4 A.'s last Winter and
all of them will be fighting for places
again this year. Then there is last
year's Freshman one mile team who
will be seeking Varsity berths this
year. They are Charley Finn, Tommy
Meagher, last year's Frosh captain,
Austie Brosnan, Tom O'Brien, John
Bigley and Bob Sullivan. Besides
these there are also many others who
will be trying for places.

.

.

?but if you want GOOD
fit, GOOD style, and would
like to save money, too

wear our famous
two-trouser

blue suits
Unfinished worsted cheviots or serge

Veterans Scarce

The two mile team seems to be
more unsettled. Three members of
last year's team are lost by graduation and the fourth member, Mulcahey, will probably be shifted to the
mile team. It is practically certain
that Tommy Meagher will occupy one
of the places, since he is the outstanding half-miler in the school. Last
year at the Intercollegiates Tom ran
the half-mile leg on the Frosh Medley
team and finished first, ahead of
twelve other starters. Bernard Trum
is another prominent candidate and
although his specialty is the mile he
can run a very fast half. Tom Daley,
the Waterbury flash, is another candidate from last year's Frosh squad.
Joe Orpen, Frank Harkins and Bill
Connell are also to be considered
when the team is being picked.
However, the relay teams are only
a part of the track squad and there
is an urgent need of candidates for
the numerous running and field
events. In an outdoor meet there are
15 events, and a well balanced team
should have at least three men in each
event and so that leaves forty-five
or more places on the track team
which offers a good opportunity for
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everyone interested in track.
At the present time the prospects
of the Freshman track team for a

successful season seem bright. About
fifty candidates are trying out daily
and many are in the process of development. A great number of the
men have had experience in their
high and prep schools, but those
others out for track for the first time
are expected to develop under the
careful eye of Coach Jack Ryder. If
any of the men have the slightest
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 1)
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MANHATTANCOLLEGE
NEXT B.C. OPPONENT

AERIAL ATTACK USED AS
EAGLES DOWN PIONEERS

Next Saturday Boston College will
play the Manhattan College team of
New York at Fenway Park. Little is
known of the strength of the New
Yorkers, since the college only has
about 670 registered students, but if
one is to judge from a glance at the
Manhattan schedule, it seems as
though B. C. will double the score it
compiled at the expense of Boston
University last Saturday.
Boston
College is the only real opponent
listed on the Manhattan schedule,
which includes games with such
teams as Providence College, C. C,
N. Y., St. John's and St. Joseph's,
etc.
However, this game will surely
serve very nicely to get the B. C.
team in the best possible condition
for that annual clash with Fordham
which, to date, seems to have all the
ear-marks of being another "Navy"
game, or a typical "Cross' game.

gregation. The Pioneers failed to advance through them. Forwards were
well covered and when completed
gained little ground.

(Continued from Page 4, Col. 2)

In the middle of the fourth period
the Pnineers forced the B. C. reserves
back to their 20-yard line. Walke
then passed neatly to Nelson for 20
yards and a touchdown.

The game was nearly over, but the
Pioneers were still fighting hard.
Duffy of B. C. attempted to pass on
the B. U. 35-yard line. He was left
uncovered and dropped the ball. Cataldo ran 60 yards before Duffy
stopped him with a beautiful flying
tackle from behind. The game ended
with the Pioneers on the five-yard
line.
Al Weston has developed a riflelike pass which gets to the mark
quick. Opening up with a brilliant
aerial attack, the Eagles sprung a
surprise by abandoning the usual offtackle formations. The variety of
passes in the B. U. game was surprising, in view of the fact that fewpasses were attempted in previous
games. Evidently Coach McKenney
has a number of surprises in his bag
of tricks which he is holding in store
for the coming encounter with Cav's
Fordhamites.

The Manhattan boys can be ready
almost anything this coming Saturday, and must show a great deal of

for

that "Manhattan Madness" to escape
defeat that is imminent to them and
to avoid being completely puzzled as
to the B. C. tactics as was B. U.
While B. C. can hardly be expected
to consider the coming game of so
much importance as to send shivers
up and down the backs of the eleven,
the team should not forget that overconfidence has ruined many a team's
chances towards any championship of
section, state or country, but should
play hard football from the beginning of the game.
Consequently the Eagles look forward to the Manhattan encounter
with pleasant anticipation, only hoping that the team will prove to be a
worthy predecessor to that Fordham
aggregation which makes its appearance two weeks hence.
a

plans to have annual flying contests
Both
take place between them.
schools have air squadrons.

Statistics show that at Princeton
the majority of men who are working
their way through college come from
preparatory school and not from public high schools.
Holy Cross registration shows an
enrollment of more than 1200, according to Dean Francis X. Downey, S.J.,
and is the largest in the history of the
institution. The Freshman number of
385 is also a record.

TRACK NOTES
(Continued from Page 4,

Col.

3)

signs of ability at this time we may
expect that they will be taken in hand
by our great coach and brought to the

fore.
Although it is impossible to say
who will star and who will make up
the team, nevertheless it is thought
that all those who have a chance to
make the team will be found when
they engage in the interclass meet in
November. This will give everyone
of the Freshmen a chance to show his
Two meets have been arworth.
ranged for the team and two other
meets are pending. Holy Cross Freshmen will be met at Worcester the
same day the Varsity meets Holy
Cross. N. H. State Freshmen will be
met at the Heights May 10th, two
days after the meet with Holy Cross.
Andover and Exeter also are on the
schedule, but these two meets are as
yet

HEIGHTS

5

EAGLES HIGH AMONG
EASTERN GRIDSTERS
Eighth
College
Associated Press
Lists

Boston
in

Survey
In one of the latest dispatches of
the Associated Press the eight leading intercollegiate football teams are
named as follows: Yale, Army, Pennsylvania,
Georgetown, Dartmouth,
New York University, Colgate and
Boston College. There right up in
the front rank of college football
stands the team representing the Maroon and Gold in its first season under
the tutelage of Joe McKenney. The
other additions to the coaching staff
are also responsible for the excellent
results so far obtained in the present
season. It seems the main reason, for
the outstanding early season success
is due to the strong reserve strength
that the varsity so badly needed last
year. This is because of so many of
the members of last year's undefeated
Freshman team coming up to the
first club and fighting for positions,
although up to the present only three
of these have succeeded in winning
places on the team, Marr at halfback,
Morelli at guard and Dixon on one of
the wings.
This present season has also seen
the resurrection of the Weston of
old. His running back of kicks has
featured in every game so far played.
At his new post at quarterback he is
running the team with an expert hand
selecting his plays and supervising
the team in general with a coolness
and acumen that is to be commended.
Paddy Creedon, again at his position
at half, is resuming his spectacular
playing of last year. In the C. U.
and Duke's games he literally ran
rings around the opposing ends and
through the tackles, and at the present writing is the leading scorer of
the team. Capt. McGuirk's presence
in the line has done a great deal to
make this section of the team a veritable stone wall; his greatest work
was accomplished down at Annapolis.

I

Sidelights on the Game
For the brief period of three minutes we closely resembled the team
that beat the navy. In the very first
moments of the game we displayed
more power than at any other period
throug-hout the battle. The boys literally swept the opposition off its
feet, marching- more than half the
length of the field in five plays to

a touchdown. After that, howthe play was not so hot. The
team went well enough in the pinches,
which was only fair, since we ourselves caused most of the said
score
ever,

tackle, Capt. McGuirk was sorely
missed. His play has been an inspiration throughout the year, and his
fine example has encouraged the team
to superhuman effort. As witness of
this we may take the Navy game,
wherein his fight and grit spurred the
boys as no words could have. He is a
great player, and a greater captain.

There was quite a battle of music
between the halves. First the B. U.
band, attired in a wondrous uniform,
and playing their own song, dazzled
"pinches."
the stands on both sides. Then our
lads took the field and held it for two
Looks like plenty of work for the numbers. The ultimate winner of
Varsity this week. On the whole, this fray was a bit undecided, the
they were spiritless. The line was temporary stands strangely favoring
not charging, and nobody seemed to the intowners, while the grandstand
be taking care of the B. U. secondary was unanimous for us.
defense. As a result, if one of our
backs got loose, Walke, a fine perTowards the end of the game we
former, or some other back, was ready
opened up our aerial attack, with Al
to nail the runner.
All their misWeston as maestro. His passing, by
takes will be cleared up by the Fordthe way, has not been equalled on
ham game, if work and more work
Fenway Park this year. He threw
can erase them.
them to the left, to the right, five
yards or twenty-five yards, with the
same astonishing ease and nonchaNoted several stars of the rival
lance. The best feature of this was
class teams at the games.
Among
that whatever scouts there were in
these several stood particularly, for
absolutely no reason at all. Capt. the stands, they could learn nothing
Walter Hardiman of Senior, that of our running attack for the rest of
the season.
famed author, diplomat, soldier, explorer, actor and scientist, did a great
job at grandstand quarter. This man
It may be interesting to know how
whom we, as friends of the Seniors, Harvard came to adopt Crimson for
fear, is the brains of said lordly
its representative color. In 1848 the
eleven, ought to uncork a few of his late President Eliot was a member of
thrilling spurts after watching Al and the University crew; and he was
Paddy in action. The Washington
delegated to pick out a distinguishing
St. Wildcat, as his friends and feature, which would enable spectaneighbors call him, was accompanied tors to readily distinguish the
Harby Maul (Wolf) Parkie and Shener vard crew from its rivals in regattas.
(Bibbler) Keenan, probably the most He selected China
red bandanas, and
feared men on either team. Their
his choice was purely accidental. We
presence bodes no good to the Jolly might just as well have bought blue,
Juniors.
said President Eliot at an alumni dinner address in 1910. From that day
Despite tlie
fact
that Henry to this Crimson has been Harvard's
Plausse put up a sterling game of color.
_
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Wot a cough in a rilm-ful
says ]\
orma Talmadge

after the Blindfold Test

unsettled.

The

Telescope

It is anticipated that the advent of
Read Admiral S. S. Robinson to his
post as superintendent of the U. S.
Naval Academy will give impetus to
the study of radio among the students. Admiral Robinson is regarded
as an expert on radio, so much so,
that he was offered the position of
late Admiral Bullard as chairman of
the Federal Radio Commission. Admiral Robinson did not accept, however, as he preferred to go to Annapo-

lis.
Temple University News is conducting a presidential election for the
students.
have completely
They

omitted the name of the Socialist candidate, Norman Thomas, from the official ballot.
The Deutsches Haus, abolished at
Columbia University during'the World
War, has been re-established under
the administration of the department
of German.
iiOHMA Talmadge
celebrated screen stai
. Poking
OLD GOLDS in a scene from her Utest United Artists' starring
vehivie, "The V/'orcua Disputed."
..

Oxford and Cambridge Universities are said to be planning a new
form of intercollegiate competition.
The two universities are making

.

..

@P.

Lorillard
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FALL TOURNAMENT
ON NEW COURTS
Unusual Interest and Spirit
Shown by Under
Classmen
As the first round of the tennis
tournament slowly proceeds, each
day unearthing a wealth of good material, especially among the lower
classes, the prospects of turning out
a team next Spring worthy of representing Boston College on any collegiate court in New England grow
greater and greater. In the course of
the play so far many capable men
have been brought to light whose
prowess in the art of wielding the
racket has heretofore been lying hidden to Boston College through the
lack of proper facilities for match or
tournament play on the college
grounds. But the construction of the
new courts has marked the advent of
a new spirit and a new interest in the
game, a spirit which bids fair to place
the name of Boston College high in
the ranks of intercollegiate tennis

competition.
Captain a Consistent Player
In Captain Frank Haggerty we
have as capable and consistent a performer as any club could wish for.
In the few outside matches in which
the team participated last year under
Captain "Doc" Nolan, Frank could
always be depended upon to come
through when things looked close and
the match meant everything. Vin

Roberts, Haggerty's running mate
and member of last year's team,
ranks among the best in the college
in the knowledge of court position and
generalship, and this, coupled with his
own brilliant skill in executing and
handling difficult shots, makes him an
outstanding performer and close rival
of Haggerty.
Broughton a Bright Star

In Frank Broughton we have a real
find. Upsetting all the dope last year,
he entered the competition and for the
first time in years the tournament
went to a Freshman. He plays with
all the finish and poise of a master,
now startling in his brilliance at
volleying, now uncanny in his steadiness and ability at court-covering.
His return to the Heights this year
has boomed the tennis stock of Boston
College considerably, and his playing
will have much to do with our success next spring.

Other Promising Candidates
We have heard of famous football
families, but now we have at Boston
College a record of a family in which
tennis ability is latent. Upper classmen, who recall the late Frank Lyons
of tennis fame and a pioneer in its
development at Boston College, will
be glad to learn that his brother,
Walter, is looming up as a potential
candidate for tennis honors. He is
reputed to be every bit as good as his
famous brother Frank, and has already distinguished himself in outside tournaments. George O'Connell,
another member of last year's team,
due to his football activities, will not
appear in this fall tournament, but
will undoubtedly be called upon for
his services when the spring rolls
around.

and Bill Flynn both
made creditable showings in match
play last year.
Flynn, by the
way, is a charter member of B. C.
tennis teams, having starred on them
for the last two seasons. Other promising candidates for berths on the
team are John Fitzgerald, Tom Lawless. John Rattigan and Kevin Herrn
with many other unknowns in the first
year class looking like sure comers.
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at His bleeding feet.

Papal Blessing Bestowed
After Solemn Benediction, Father
Williams bestowed the Papal Indulgence upon the Retreatants, crying
out with all the true emotion of a
humble missionary, "We consecrate
these hearts, these bodies of our to
Your bleeding
Sacred Heart and
swear that they shall always be
Yours until they crumble in the dust.
Then, and then alone, will we cry out
with Allan, 'I have kept the Gateway
of my soul undefined for You.'
Thus the Junior Retreat was
brought to a conclusion.
"

SCHOOU 6TNECT

<>,i

On
of Political
Interest;
Classmen
Invited
AllSubject
Lower

The first of a series of debates on

popular questions of the day are to
take place today in the Marquette Debating Society. The subject is, "Re-

solved, That Smith's charges of corthe Republican party
warrant a change."
Mr. Thomas
Walsh and Mr. Edward Cheney, secruption against

and treasurer respectively,
take up the affirmative side.
Messrs. F. O'Brien and J. Dunphy,
also Sophomores, will defend the negative side of the question. Since both
retary

will

of the presidential candidates have
been in Boston within the past two
weeks, and since there is so much evidence of political interest being
aroused at this time, this debate
should be of interest to all of the students. All Freshmen and Sophomores, regardless as to their eligibility, are invited to attend this meeting
of the society.
Tentative Debates
Debates with Amherst and Colgate
are pending, Mr. Connolly, chairman
of the Intercollegiate Debating Committee, stated in his last report to
the society.
The newly elected members to the
society give evidence of fine ability in
the forensic sphere, and the new moderator, Mr. Murray, S.J., is well
pleased with the interest taken this
year and has officially predicted a
successful season.
Figures of the Federal Bureau of
Education show that of 1,950,000 college students in the world, 1,000.000
attend schools situated in the United
States.

what kind doyov write?
JLf

the profs find it
hard to read your hieroglyphics, they really can't
be blamed if they give you
lower marks than you may
think you deserve.
Take no chances. Get a
Remington Portable and
let it do your writing for
you. It will speed up your
writing and the full legibility and neatness of typeLet us explain

written work cannot fail
to help your grades,
Remington Portable? the
recognized leader in sales
a nd popularity
is the
smallest, lightest, most
compact and most dependable portable with
standard keyboard. Carrying case only 4 inches
pounds,
high. Weighs
?

net.

to you our easy payment terms.

Remington
I&m

Dartmouth College has more faculty members listed in the 1928-29
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series of solemn discourses.
The living Christ of Calvary is always with us, suffering our indifferences, sacrileges and blasphemy that
we may not be orphaned. In his second discussion he impressed upon the
minds of his listeners that the loving,
bleeding Heart of Christ is piteously
calling for our love and that we should
humbly throw ourselves at His feet,
seeking forgiveness for our offenses.
these short
Interspersed between
talks sacred hymns were sung by the
Retreatants led by Father Williams.
In his final discourse he pictured
Christ as our Captain whom we should
follow fearlessly, through shadow and
joy, so that we may say that we have
followed Him up Calvary's heights
and crucified our human weaknesses

scenes.

to a remarkable degree
wearing qualities of the
grain but is lighter in
wei^'nt anc' mol ' e pliable in texture.
Tilis last ' of tne brogue type, is
]iew an( '
essent 'a lb" "young man' : <tsA
ish' in sty!c ami appearance.
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Holy Hour
usual midday discourse was
omitted and instead confessions were
heard from 10.45 to 1 o'clock. At 1
o'clock the concluding service of the
Retreat, Holy Hour, was conducted
by Father Williams. The service was
by far the most impressive in the
The

Paramount is making a moving
picture on the Princeton campus,
using' undergraduates in some of the

"Who's Who in America," than any
other educational institution of college rank and size in the country.

MARQUETTE WILL
DEBATE TO-DAY

Peace of Christ."

ing.

Style 509-Tan

"

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)

the gospel of Christ by our virtuous
example as lay apostles out in the
world, let us always rely on the comforting strength of Christ to help us
to embrace the Cross of Calvary, not
only in life, but unto death itself.
Thus do I exhort you to leave all your
troubles at the Feet of Christ in the
confessional, rise up and go in the

Does it rain
on the
Grand Banks?

VJ|\
Af*
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three interesting lectures, "Un des deMangeleere, S.J., celebrated the
Contes de Daudet," par Mr. Early; Holy Sacrifice at 9.30. All the students
eagerly awaited Father Williams'
"Vie de Daudet," par Mr. John Murfinal discourse and at his appearance
phy, and "L'ecole Literaire de Dauan expectant hush fell over the condet," par Mr. Murphy.
gregation, as though they expected a
message of import to be delivered to
Negotiations which were recentlythem.
opened at the request of many underChrists or Lay Apostles
graduates for the establishment of a
ground school course in flying at Yale
"There are two paths in life marked
University have been successful and out for us. Either we are to be other
the course will be inaugurated in Christs or become lay apostles. Let
us heed the call of Christ to whatever
October, according to a recent announcement by the Yale Aeronautical field of labor he may summon us.
Society. However, it will be possible Whether we are to intone the sacred
to accommodate only, approximately, words, 'This Is My Body, This Is My
Blood,' or whether we are to spread
one-eighth of those enrolled for instruction in aviation. The primary
ground school course includes aerodynamics, navigation, aerology, communications, theory of practical flying, indoctrination and history of
naval aviation, radio, engines, and
similar subjects. Those receiving the
highest are eligible for further train-

le

\
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FATHER WILLIAMS IS

Second Day
joining the Academy. Comparatively
few seem to realize what vast advanMass was celebrated by Father
tages may be had from membership
Doherty of Junior at 9.30, followed
in the organization and so at this time
by the first discourse of the day. The
think it would be well to call to the
tortures and torments of Hell were
attention of the students a few of the
outstanding opportunities offer e d very vividly portrayed for the Rehere.
treatants in a practical manner by
Most important of all is the chance the Retreat master. Not of fear but
not only of renewing but also of inlove should urge us to follow Christ,
creasing your knowledge of the
was Father Williams' sage advice.
French language. By coming and
listening to other students you can in
Death
a short while greatly increase your
At the midday conference the most
vocabulary and at the same time learn
to pronounce your words correctly. impressive discussion that this writer
The result will be that after a little has ever heard was offered. Father
practice on your own part, you will
Williams discussed that ever awe-inbe speaking the language fluently.
in a new light.
To go on to another idea you may spiring subject, Death,
be sure that if you join the Academy, We were told that this Retreat was
merely our pi'eparation for death so
you will have many chances to appear
in debates and this should have an we should resolve to leave all our
appeal to all who attend either the
trials and troubles at the foot of the
Fulton or the Marquette Debating SoMaster and live our lives in preparacieties, because by debating in French tion for eternity, when we shall be
you increase your ability as a debater
united with the Tragedian of Calvary
in English. This fact is easily underforever. Christ is the Prisoner in the
stood when you consider that to speak Tabernacle of our Souls, so
never
in a foreign language you have to
allow mortal sin to turn Him away
perform double thought.
from us at the hour of death.
In the first place you must think
of the arguments you wish to bring
Reparation
forth and in the second place you must
Reparation was the subject of
translate them quickly and correctly.
Father Williams' afternoon lecture.
So for these reasons we see that anyThe Sacraments of Penance and Holy
one who practices debating in a forEucharist are the best means at our
eign language such as French will
disposal for repairing the offenses we
greatly facilitate his debating in
offered to the Sacred Majesty
have
English.
during our lives. Christ obof
God
Lastly, the program of the French
great gifts for us by His
tained
these
Academy offers opportunities to all
Bloody Passion and Death. Surely
those who intend to make a living as
are not going to disregard gifts
Thespians. Last year a small play we
at such a great price. Let
obtained
was given and because of its success
us
them, to make our peace
determine
Mr. de Beauvivier, the coach, has dewith God and live our lives in the path
cided to stage two or three more plays
of true noble virtue. Benediction ofthis year. Two are to be given before
by Father Fay, S.J., brought to
fered
Christmas and the other after the
a conclusion the second day of a most
Easter vacation. As the casts for
impressive and solemn Retreat.
these plays are yet to be chosen, there
are still many opportunities for those
Final Day
who would like to gain experience on
A cool west wind blew down from
the stage and therefore it is hoped
that all who wish such practice will the Heavens as the Junior Retreatants gathered for the concluding sesjoin the Academy.
sion
of the Retreat on the 25th. Father
program
Next week the
includes
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FRENCH CLUB PLANS
SERIES OF LECTURES
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Rain and sleet and spray are
all in the day's work for Fish
Brand Slickers. They've covered the backs of deep-sea
fishermen for 92 years.
The famous "Varsity"
model is built of the same
sturdy stuff. It's a handsome
coat, full-lined, with big,
book-carrying pockets that
won't rip. Strap-collar or

Portable

REMINGTON RAND
BUSINESS SERVICE. Inc.

plain, buttons or buckles,

and your choice of colors.
If you want a lighter,
dressier slicker, there's the
"Topper"?smartly cut and
finely tailored.
Tower's Slickers are sold
everywhere. Look for the
Fish Brand mark. A. J.
Tower Company, Boston,

Massachusetts.
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NEW ENGLAND WHOLESALE TAILORS
Men's All Wool Clothes Made to Measure
From $23.50 Upward
FOR THE SOCIAL SEASON
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Special "Boston College" Tuxedo $28.50
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